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fact file
tHe OWNeRS 
Emma Jones (pictured top), 
a physiotherapist, lives here 
with her husband David, a 
surgeon, and their daughter 
Sarah, five 

tHe PROPeRtY  
A four-bedroom Victorian  
detached house

tHe lOcatiON  
Near Winchester, Hampshire

WHat tHeY SPeNt  
The couple’s bathroom 
project cost around £25,000 

‘Our bathroom is 
the perfect mix of 
old and new styles’
Innovative design features have been combined 
with bold colour to create an elegant room  
in Emma and David Jones’ Victorian home

‘When we moved into our new home, 
everything about the property appealed to 
us except the main bathroom, which felt 
dated and claustrophobic,’ recalls Emma. 
‘Only a few weeks later, I’d already started 
planning a total transformation of the 
room when the bath started leaking on 
Christmas Day, moving the project higher 
up our list of priorities. Water began to 
drip on to the dining table below just as 
we were finishing our festive meal.’

The emergency plumber arrived and 
soon discovered that the leak had been 
caused by missing washers, which made 
Emma eager to forge ahead and give the 
bathroom the major overhaul she felt it 
deserved. ‘It was a beautiful space with 
high ceilings and lovely period features, 
but the shower wasn’t great and the décor 

was very heavy,’ Emma explains. ‘I couldn’t 
wait to update it for a modern new look.’

Even before the events of Christmas Day, 
Emma had been scouring the internet for 
bathroom inspiration. ‘The house has a 
very romantic feel and I wanted something 
that would be both complementary to the 
property and have a contemporary twist,’ 
she says. ‘I was after a practical layout with 
clean lines, as well as modern fittings that 
worked. I also felt that tiles would be a 
more hygienic option than the carpet.’ 

Emma spotted a stunning freestanding 
bath in a midnight blue shade on the 
Ripples website, and knew the style would 
give the room the wow-factor she was 
trying to achieve. Unsure of how to plan 
the room or what colours to choose, 
Emma approached her local Ripples 

franchise in Winchester, where senior 
designer Kerri Andrews came up with a 
variety of inspiring ideas.

‘It’s such a large room that we could be 
bold with the design and use all the space,’ 
says Kerri, who suggested placing the bath 
on a central plinth and building a stud wall 
behind it for impact. The original plan was 
to create a rectangular plinth, but Emma 
saw a curved one in a magazine and asked  
for a similar design. ‘It also made sense to 
move the WC and bidet to the other end 
of the bathroom, and we decided that a 
window seat would enhance the romantic 
feel of the room,’ Kerri adds.

Emma and Kerri both agreed that a large 
vanity unit with double basins would fit in 
perfectly with the generous proportions of 
the room. Two chrome towel rails on the 
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above Despite its 
large proportions, 
the old bathroom  
design made the 
space feel dark  
and cramped

Below Ripples 
supplied the mirror, 
basins and vanity unit, 
all by Dansani. The 
blind fabric is from 
Winchester Curtains

a mirror in the stud wall adds to the sense of space.  
the Bc Designs bath, supplied by Ripples and painted  
in Purple frenzy by crown Paints, sits on a curved plinth. 
the marble Pompadour fireplace from chesney’s reflects 
the character of the house. all the floor and mosaic tiles 
by Grespania were supplied by Ripples
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rear wall, either side of the new stud wall, 
accentuate the space’s symmetrical feel.

One of Emma’s favourite features in  
the new bathroom is the stunning shower 
arc, complete with side jets, that curves 
over the walk-in shower area. Emma had 
originally seen it on the Ripples website  
but unfortunately it had since been 
discontinued. ‘We eventually managed  
to source the shower arc from Hansgrohe, 
and they kindly tracked one down for  
us in Germany,’ recalls Kerri. 

When it came to choosing colours for 
the scheme, Emma had originally decided 
to use green, but when she opted to swap 
the existing oak fireplace for a smart new 
grey marble design, she changed her mind 
and decided that purple would create a 
more striking combination. 

Once the fittings and the purple mosaic 
tiles had arrived, Murray Clash of Prestige 
Bathrooms was able to start work on the 
project, which took around three weeks  
to complete. First, he stripped out the  
old oak fireplace, wooden panelling and 
fittings, before work began on moving old 
pipes and installing new ones. 

Following that, the exposed brick walls 
were re-plastered. A stud wall, with built-in 
niches, was erected in the centre of the 
room and new plasterboard carcasses were 
created to conceal the cistern for the WC 
and new pipes. Plasterboard was also used 
to build the curved plinth for the new bath 
and the window seat. The walls were then 
tiled and an electric mat for the underfloor 
heating was laid before the floor could be 
tiled and the fixtures and fittings installed. 

‘Originally, we had budgeted around 
£12,000 for the entire project, but we had 
underestimated the cost of tiling such a 
large space,’ admits Emma. ‘There were 
also a few other unexpected costs, such as 
having to have the chimney swept so that 
we could actually use the fireplace.’

In general, however, Emma was 
impressed at how smoothly the project 
went. ‘There was a huge commitment 
from everyone involved, who worked 
tirelessly to make it perfect,’ she says. 

Emma is much more at home in the 
bathroom now that it has been brought 
into the 21st century. ‘In the mornings,  
I thoroughly enjoy being able to choose 
between a luxurious bath or a refreshing 
shower,’ she says. ‘It’s a relaxing sanctuary 
where we can escape and unwind.’  

£8,000
£2,520
£2,211

£2,203 
£2,063
£1,500
£1,245

£1,050
£850
£698
£633
£546

£536
£421

£196

TOTAl £24,672

Bathroom design and fittings: Ripples, 
0800 107 0700, Ripples.ltd.uk
construction and installation: Prestige 
Bathrooms, 01264 980247,  
Prestigebath.com
Shower: Hansgrohe
Sanitaryware: Cifial, BC Designs
Blinds: Winchester Curtains 
fireplace: Chesney’s
floor tiles: Grespania
towel rail: Kermi

a new 
stud  
wall in the 
centre of  
the room 
divides  
the bath 
and 
shower 
areas, with 
the bath 
resting on 
a new 
plinth.  
the Wc  
and bidet 
were 
moved

BefORe

tHe cOStS

tHe cONtactS

tHe PlaNS

Right Behind the  
stud wall there is  
an innovative walk- 
through shower  
arc by Hansgrohe, 
with a towel rail  
by Kermi either  
side, all supplied by 
Ripples. The niche in 
the wall is ideal for 
storing toiletries

above Moving the 
WC and bidet to the 
opposite side of  
the room from their 
original position,  
and away from the 
bath, has made  
better use of the 
available space. Both 
are by Cifial and were 
supplied by Ripples

afteR 

Building work,
including joinery, 

electrics and tiling
Shower arc
Mosaic tiles

Bath and 
freestanding tap 

Basins and vanity unit
Fireplace

Floor tiles 
Other fixtures 

and fittings
Accessories
Towel rails

WC, cistern and bidet
Wall tiles

Mirror with 
integrated light

Wall units
Fabric for Roman blind, 

cushion and bolsters
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q i want to create a tiled walk-in 
shower in my bathroom. can 

you advise me on the best way to 
achieve a professional finish?

A If you are planning to build a  
tiled shower enclosure, there are 

several options available. In many houses 
the floor structure will be suspended 
timber, and so the most appropriate  
way to form walls will be some form  
of lightweight enclosure. If the floor 
structure is concrete, then there is the 
alternative of using concrete blockwork. 
However, stud walls are often a better 
solution as they also have the advantage 
of a clear internal void. This is ideal for 
concealing plumbing and waste pipes, 
mixer bodies for showers and taps, or 
niches for convenient storage.

tiMBeR 
Treated softwood is the most commonly 
used building material for stud walls. 
Cheap and readily available, the 
downside is that timber can warp and 
twist depending on humidity levels. In  
a bathroom, this can result in cracking  
at junctions around walls, leading to 

DILEMMAS
SOLvED!

Updating your space? Let experienced 
renovator Michael Holmes help you  
to make your project a success

DIY

Ask Michael for advice on your 
home renovation project at www.
realhomesmagazine.co.uk/q-and-a

magazine.co.uk

cracked grout between tiles and possibly 
broken waterproof seals.

Steel
Square or C-section extruded steel is 
increasingly being used to form stud 
walls in wet areas. It is strong and very 
stable, making it suitable for shower 
enclosures, including freestanding island 
screen walls. There are several systems 
available (Geberit Duofix, Grohe Rapid) 
that include modules for wall-mounted 
basins and WCs with an enclosed cistern. 

BacKiNG BOaRD 
Stud walls need to be clad in a stable, 
waterproof sheet material that is suitable 
for tiling. The options include fibre 
cement board such as Aquaboard 
(Lafarge) or Aquapanel (Knauf), or 
polyurethane building board coated  
in polymer cement – Wedi, Marmox, 
Dukka or Kerdi for example.

Wider depths of building board (up to 
80mm) can be used to form freestanding 
shower enclosures fixed at floor and 
ceiling level. There is also the option of 
freestanding walk-in enclosures such as 
the Fundo Trollo (circular) and Nautilo 
(spiral) by Wedi – all are ready for tiling.

Moisture-resistant plasterboard is  
not a suitable panel material on its own 
for a shower cubicle without additional 
tanking. Weather and boilproof (WBP) 
or marine plywood is sometimes used, 
but some adhesives do not bond well  
due to the resins in the ply.

WateRPROOfiNG 
The floor area and walls should be 
covered in waterproof board, and the 
shower area with a proprietary shower 
tray, and all joints and fixings taped and 
sealed to make them waterproof.  

Using a stud wall  
to make a shower 

enclosure will give 
you the option of 
building niches to 

store toiletries


